
DEVONPORT WATERWISE

General Operating Information for Narrow Neck Beach

COUNCIL BY-LAWS
1 All boating activities to operate between the 2 boat ramps, leaving the North end of the beach free for

swimmers. 
2 Leave all boat trailers up on the road or grass near the lockers, taking care to keep the footpaths and

cycle track clear and not obstructing direct access from the café to the ramp. The cycle track is clearly
marked with a white line. 

3 Rigging and beach activities to take place well clear of the ramps.
4 Rigged boats are not to be left unattended on the beach, swinging booms may hit someone on the

head.
5 Swimmers have right of way everywhere.
6 5 knot maximum speed limit between beach and yellow fixed 200 meter marker buoys.

SECURITY
There are extensive security, locking and unlocking procedures which are the responsibility of each school
keyholder.
Open the petrol store only to remove, replace and refill the petrol tanks. Lock immediately after use.
WW lockers are to be opened from the clubhouse side, unless removing the kayaks from the park side of the
end locker. Close and lock these doors immediately after use so as not to ‘advertise’ to the public what's in
the lockers.
Don’t leave unattended equipment obstructing the path from café to ramp or on public footpath in front of
club.
Children can change in the public toilets or in the changing rooms under the club,  it  depends on each
school’s preference. Make sure no gear is left behind in either place. The public changing rooms should be
checked by an adult before letting children in them. If used, the Wakatere Club changing rooms and toilets
must be left clean and tidy, with all sand hosed out if necessary.
Before moving down to the beach, make sure all the WW lockers, lecture room and garage doors are locked,
with nothing ‘stealable’ lying around. (A parent helper can be given this job.)
If children need to use the toilet during a session they must go with a buddy (or spare parent helper), tell an
adult they are going and report back to the same adult.

GENERAL WATERWISE RULES
Waterwise sessions to operate sailing on the water in wind speeds not exceeding 15knots. (Windmeter in
lecture room)
Only current Waterwise Instructors to operate the patrol boats
Remember the ratio of 1 patrol boat with 1 instructor and 1 other adult to 4 children on the water.
The school teacher must be present before the children go on the water, as they are ultimately responsible
for the children’s well being. If they are not happy with the conditions, they have the right to call off a session,
instructors can only make recommendations.

EQUIPMENT CARE
Instructors are responsible for the care of the WW equipment.
‘Turntable’ work may only be practiced on the old roadway in front of the club or on the concrete behind the
club, not on the grass or beach.
Optis are always transported unrigged to and from the beach on the beach trailers  (WW children don’t
understand keeping a rigged boat ‘head to wind’ during transit)
Optis and kayaks must be hosed and sponged/emptied of excess water before stowing. Roll Opti’s from
trailers to carpet mats to hose, not on grass or concrete.
There is a place for everything to be stowed, ask if you’re not sure where something goes.
Patrol boats need hosing down and draining, don’t forget to hose the trailers too, the motors need flushing in
fresh water in the big blue bin.

If any piece of equipment is damaged or found to be missing, please note, with a date on the whiteboard
inside end locker door for the benefit of following sessions, and contact appropriate school rep so they can
arrange repair/replacement. Problem Report Forms and contact names for particular equipment repairs are
noted in the back of the Log Book.



Buoyancy Aids and wetsuits must not be removed whilst on the beach. Buoyancy aids must be worn at all
times on the beach and on the water during all Waterwise sessions, including boogie boarding.  All
adults helping on the beach should wear a buoyancy aid. The rule is: ‘If you are going past the white line
(marking the cycle lane), you must wear a buoyancy aid.’ 
There are the exact number of pegs/hooks for all the buoyancy aids and wetsuits, with labels placed on the
pegs if one is away for repair, so if you have a spare peg, there is a missing item. They should be checked at
the start of each session to confirm all are there, and then at the end of the session, the children take off their
buoyancy aids and wetsuits and hang, rinse them in fresh water (for hygiene 1capful of Dettol is added to the
wetsuit water). Everything must be hung the right way out, facing the door, wetsuits hung by the green arm
only, sized from small to large. An adult must supervise the children doing this and then check everything is
back. Occasionally 2 things get put on 1 hanger and it looks like something is missing. Or an adult might still
be wearing a buoyancy aid.

ALSO 
1 Rocks/reef  at  south  end  of  beach  extend  approx  50m towards  the  southern  200m mark  and  are

uncovered at low tide. Keep clear.
2 Tidal flow is approx 1.5 knots at 200m buoys
3 Petrol is ‘91’ purchased from BP Hauraki on a school roster basis, according to specific instructions

(petrol/oil ratio 100:1).
4 Windspeed meter is just inside the lecture room door
5 Telephone and first aid kit are in the lecture room, first aid kit is taken to the beach in the red bin for

every session. 


